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ABSTRACT. This paper is a summary of the more important results of glaciological investigations carried 
out in Trinity Peninsula, Graham Land during '958-60, and which will be published at length in Falkland 
Islands Dependencies Survey Scientific Report No. 42 . The budgets for Depot Glacier and the ice piedmont 
b etween Hope Bay and Trepassey Bay are given and it is concluded that in a normal year they are in a state 
of near equilibrium. The state of the glaciers of southern Trinity Peninsula is discussed in a consideration of 
the importance of rime ice formation on the west coast of the peninsula. Movemen t and accumulation studies 
in Trinity Peninsula and the islands of the J ames Ross Island group demonstrate a decrease in glacierization 
south-eastwards from the central plateau area. The recent glacia l history of the area is also briefly reviewed. 

RESUME. Le present rapport est le condense des resultats p lus importants de r echerches glaciologiques 
entre prises dans Trinity Peninsula, Terre de Graham, pendant les annees '958-60, et qui feront l'objet 
d'une publication detaillee du Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey Scientific R eport No. 42. Les budgets 
de D epot Glacier et du glacier de piedmont entre Hope Bay e t Trepassey Bay sont d onnees et I'auteur conclut 
que ces glaciers sont dans un eta t voisin de l' equilibre pendant une annee normale. L'etat des glaciers au 
sud de Trinity Peninsula est discute en correla tion avec l' importance des formations de givre sur la cote 
ouest de la peninsule. L'etude du mOllvement et de l'accumula tion des glaciers d e Trinity Peninsula et du 
groupe J ames Ross Island demontre une d iminution de la glaciation du plateau central vers le sud-est. 
L ' histoire glaciaire de la region est de plus brievement revue. 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. Die vorliegende Arbeit ist ein AllszUg aus den umfangreichen Ergebnissen glaziolo
gischer Untersuchungen auf der Trinity-Halbinsel im Gra ham-Land wahrend der J ahre '958-60, die 
vollstandig im Wissenschaftlichen R eport No. 42 des Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey erscheinen 
werden. Aus den Hausha ltsberechnungen fur den Depot-Gle tscher und die vergle tscherte Fussflache zwischen 
der H ope- und Trepassey-Bucht lasst sich schliessen, dass sich diese Gletscher in normal en Jahren in einem 
Zllstand annahernden Gleichgewichtes befinden. Bei der Beurteilung des Zustandes der Gletscher auf der 
sudlichen Trini ty-Halbinsel wird die Bedeutung der Eisbildung durch Reif an der Westkliste der H a lbinsel 
beru cksichtigt. Bewegungs- und Akkumulationsstudien auf der Trinity-H albinsel und auf den Inseln der 
James-Ross-Gruppe deuten auf eine Abnahme der Vergletscherung sudostwar ts des Central-Plateaus hin. 
Weiter wird eine kurze Dbersicht uber die jungere Geschichte der Vereisung in diesem Gebiet gegeben .. 

I NTROD UCTION 

The glaciological work described in this paper was carried out while the author was. 
employed as senior meteorologist by the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey at H ope Bay 
(lat. 63° 24' S., long. 56° 59 ' W .) , Graham Land during the period D ecember I957- April 
1960 . 

The major part of the study was in the immediate vicinity of H ope Bay, where accumula· 
tion and ablation studies, and observations on ice movement were m ade on the ice piedmont 
between H ope Bay and Trepassey Bay and on Depot Glacier (Fig. I ) . Accumulation studies 
by means of digging pits and ice movement observations were also made on sledge journeys 
down the east coast of Trinity Peninsula, where the m ain centres of study were the Victory and 
Russell East Glaciers . 

Trinity Peninsula (Fig. I), the northernmost part of the Graham Land peninsula, lies north 
oflat. 64° IS'S. Morphologically it is composed of east and west coast ice piedmonts separated 
by the Louis-Philippe and Detroit Plateaux both of which rise above 1,000 m. The continuity 
of the p la teau surface is broken in three areas, the m ost important of which (the junction 
between Russell East and Russell West Glaciers) formed the centre of the most detailed pit 
work. Prince Gustav Channel on the east coast of the peninsula separates Trinity Peninsula 
from the James Ross Island group, which consists ofJames Ross Island and seventeen sm a ller 
islands, five of which carry active ice caps. 

Full meteorological records are available for twelve years between 1945 and 1960 for the 
Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey station at H ope Bay, but only intermittent records are 
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available for the View Point satellite station (lat. 63 ° 33' S., long. 57° 22' W. ) and for areas 
south of Hope Bay. Average monthly temperatures occasionally rise above 0° C. in the 
summer months, but summer average monthly temperatures are usually close to and below 
freezing point. The I2-year mean of mid-winter temperatures at 46 m . above Hope Bay is 
- 1 I . 9° C. but there is a considerable variation in mid-winter temperatures. The east coast 
is subject to frequent fohn winds and at Hope Bay they were responsible for a record maximum 
temperature of +14° C. in July 1958. The most important wind in the Hope Bay area is a 
cold south-south-westerly which can be expected to exceed 25 m. /sec. during every month, 
and gusts over 40 m. /sec. are quite common. 

NI Lt$ 

Fig. I. Map of part of Triniry Peninsula showing localities where glaciological observations were made. The circled numbers (I, 
2 and 3) rifer to cairns studied for rime ice andfog deposit accumulation 

DEPOT GLACIER AND THE ICE PIEDMONT BETWEEN HOPE BAY AND TREPASSEY BAY 

Depot Glacier is a valley glacier 3,430 m. long and approximately 800-900 m. wide; it 
has an important tributary valley glacier (Kenney Glacier) and two unnamed tributary 
cirque glaciers (Fig. 2). The snout of Depot Glacier is grounded at the head of Hope Bay, 
into which it calves. The climatic firn line is at 300 m. a.s.l. and the equilibrium line in the 
main valley is at 65 m . a.s.l. (Fig. 3) , the great difference in height between the two resulting 
from the presence of an important area of firn below the main firn line. This subsidiary 
accumulation area owes its origin to a lee effect as winds descend the steepest slope on the 
glacier (Fig. 2) . A pit dug in this lee area at 124 m . a.s.l. gave annual accumulation figures for 
the budget years 1956-57, 1957-58, 1958-59, and 1959-60 of 47 . 2, 57' 0, 65' 0 and 48. 4 cm. 
water, respectively. These accumulation figures, which have been correlated with the 
meteorological records for the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey station (46 m. a.s.l. ) at 
Hope Bay, suggest that the meteorological conditions oflate Summer and Autumn rather than 
Spring are the most significant factor in determining the state of the budget. The greatest 
variation in ablation conditions occurs in Spring and Autumn rather than in mid-Summer, 
for which 12 years' records show a uniformity of conditions. 
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Fig. 2. Map showing the morphology of Depot Glacier, H ope Bay area (after R . R . Kenney ([955) with minorlocal modifications ) 

Fig. 3 . Budget regions and ice movement on Depot Glacier. Altitudes are given in feet 
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In the Summer of 1959-60 the ablation sequence on this glacier was observed at six stakes; 
two stakes below the firn line linked the records with the preliminary observations of 1958-59. 
The first fact which emerged from these measurements was that the formation of superimposed 
ice takes place during warm spells of fohn weather in the Winter, mainly when the glacier 
tongue has a thin snow cover. Figure 4, which illustrates the progress of the ablation season 
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Fig. 4. Accumulation and ablation measurements for Depot Glacier, February I959-March 1960. The ordinate scale is in 
centimetres. All the changing snow and ice levels are relative to the initial measurement in the first bar of each graph. The 
dash-dot-dash line is the level of superimposed or glacier ice whether it is at the surface or under a snow cover 

during 1959-60, shows that snow accumulation invariably interrupts the ablation season and 
reduces the amount of ablation that can take place. Superimposed ice formed again at the 
end of the ablation season both by the refreezing of melt water running from above the firn 
line and by the refreezing of snow melt and rain, which fell during short warm spells alternat
ing with cold weather at the approach of Winter. 

Movement studies over two and a half years (Fig. 3) showed a 50 per cent increase in the 
summer rate of Row near the centre of the glacier but no variation was detected 50 m. in from 
the margin of the glacier. 

The abstract of the 1959-60 budget given in Table I is only approximate, because several 
unknown correction factors have not been taken into account. The amount of ice lost at the 
glacier snout by calving has been calculated graphically from plane table maps of the snout 
made during the Summer (there was no calving in the Winter of 1959, as evidenced by the 
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unbroken nature of the sea ice in front of the snout) and a cross-section of the sea bed in front 
'Of the snout. In this calculation it was assumed that the snout calves to the same degree over 
the frontal area, from the glacier surface to the glacier bed below sea-level but, in fact, this is 
not likely to be so, because of the decrease in movement rate with depth." Z I n order to calculate 
the volume of ice, moving through a cross-sectional line at the climatic firn line, that would be 
in agreement with the state of equilibrium (which will be explained later as applying to this 
glacier) of the glacier and the observed accumulation figures, it is necessary to assume a 
considerable decrease of velocity with depth. This means that the purely graphical calculation 
of ice lost by calving must introduce an error. 

TABLE I. BUDGET OF DEPOT GLACIER, 1959-60 

(x 103 m) water) 

Net accumulation 
Net ablation: by melting and evaporation 

by calving 

Budget 

+637 

{
-953 
- 2,886 

-3,202 
= -0' 534 m. /unit area 

Another unknown factor is the amount of surface melt water retained by crevasses. Melt
water streams flow on Depot Glacier for only about two weeks each year and these run into 
the series of crevasses about 400 m. from the snout. It therefore seems very doubtful whether 
any melt water reaches the sea. On Kenney Glacier, which contributes more than half of the 
glacier network's total gross ablation because of its north-westerly aspect, melt water flows 
only in very small quantities onto Depot Glacier or onto a nearby moraine. Although many 
'Of the crevasses were filled by melt water towards the end of the ablation season, it is highly 
unlikely that crevasses would retain the entire gross surface ablation and a proportion must 
inevitably be lost by evaporation. Evaporation is strongly favoured by f6hn conditions, when 
temperatures exceed 4 0 C. and relative humidities are usually between 50 and 70 per cent 
(relative humidities of 20 per cent have been recorded occasionally and 8 per cent has also 
been recorded 3) . 

The 1959-60 ablation season was unusually warm and contrasted sharply with the cold 
ablation season of 1958-59 when the snow line only occasionally rose above sea-level. For 
purposes of comparison, the snow line at Wilkes Station, East Antarctica, was 350 m. lower in 
1958-59 than in 1957-58.4 

The measurements given in Table I are therefore probably an exaggeration of the 1959- 60 
budget and of the average annual budget of Depot Glacier. Photographic evidence 5 indicates 
that Depot Glacier is in a state of near equilibrium (see Fig . 5, p. 1069); this is also supported 
by a sketch map made by Duse in 1903 5 and by plane table maps of the glacier snout drawn 
in 1945,61955,71957,8 1958,81959,9 and 1960.9 These show that there was very little change 
between 1903 and 1945 but between 1945 and 1960 there was a recession of 75-90 m. 
(±IO m.). 

Ablation studies on the ice piedmont between Hope Bay and Trepassey Bay were more 
detailed than those undertaken on Depot Glacier, and five stakes situated between 73 m. and 
305 m. a.s.!. were visited 35 times between December 1959 and April 1960. Two points of 
interest in the ablation sequence, apart from two important periods of snowfall, were that 
refrozen slush raised the ice level at the end of the first ablation period and that the super
imposed surface of the previous Autumn and Winter was lowered during the first ablation 
period beneath a cover of saturated firn. Bare ice was exposed for only eight days during the 
first ablation period and for 17 days during the second. Between 6 March 1960 and the begin
ning of the Winter in late March 10 cm. of superimposed ice (refrozen melt water, snow melt 
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and rain) formed . The first winter snowfall was removed by 8 April 1960 during a south
south-west blizzard . 

Below 200 m . a.s.l. on the ice piedmont melt streams flow intermittently throughout the 
ablation season but the release of a large part of the summer ablation melt water on the north
west-facing slope above Hope Bay depends on slusher bursts (Fig. 6, p. 1069) similar in 
character to those which have also been observed in north-east Greenland, IQ North East 
Land II and Baffin Island. 12 These break out whenever a warm period of weather coincides 
with a snow cover of more than 15 cm. depth. The slushers drain the more level surface above 
130 m. a .s.l. and remove the entire snow cover in their path. Slusher bursts occurred on five 
separate days in the three Summers between 1957 and 1960, and on each occasion they were 
the main factor in reducing the surface below 200 m. a.s.l. to bare ice. 

The movement velocity of the ice piedmont is of a very low order: at 200 m. from the ice 
front the rate was found to be 0·004 m. /day and at a height of 200 m. a.s.l. no movement 
could be accurately detected over a three-month period; at 270 m. a.s.l. the rate was 0.014 
m./day and at 305 m. a.s.l. it was 0·028 m. /day. The increased rate of flow at the two higher 
positions resulted mainly from the slight channelling of ice. 

The ice piedmont between Hope Bay and Trepassey Bay has a very inactive regime and 
its specific budget for 1959-60 was calculated as - 5 cm. of water. The stake profile used for 
these observations was situated on a north-west-facing slope and, since the Summer was 
unusually warm, it is almost certain that in a more normal year the annual budget would be 
even closer to a state of equilibrium, which is supported by photographic evidence.5 

Using a combination of Perutz's 13 and Nye's 14 laws for glacier flow, ice thicknesses have 
been calculated both for Depot Glacier and the ice piedmont between Hope Bay and Trepassey 
Bay. On Depot Glacier the thickness below 150 m. a.s.l. was calculated as approximately 
150 m. but over the greater part of its area the thickness of the ice piedmont is only 50 m., and 
140 m. where the ice is channelled. The ice piedmont is clearly a relict feature and is a survival 
from before the most recent general ice recession. 

TRINITY PENINSULA AND THE JAMES Ross ISLAND GROUP 
From the amount of ice free ground on James Ross Island it is clear that there is a precipita

tion shadow effect on the east coast of Graham Land. The west coast of Trinity Peninsula and 
joinville Island are usually cloud-covered for the greater part of the year and the precipitation 
is higher than on the east coast where there is a f6hn effect on westerly winds. Sledge journeys 
have been made from Hope Bay to Mount Bransfield (756 m .), west of the ice piedmont at the 
northern end of Trinity Peninsula, and also to the Russell West Glacier, which lies in the moist 
west coast climatic region. The formation of rime ice and fog deposit was found to be of 
outstanding importance on the west coast, where every nunatak is clad in thick masses of rime. 
These rime ice masses protrude in immense heart-shaped lobes facing the north-west (or 
windward) direction (Figs. 7 and 8, p .. I 070) . From time to time they break away from the rock 
face and are incorporated in the glacier ice below. One of these rime ice blocks found at the 
foot of a north-west-facing ridge of Mount Canicula m easured 20 m. by 4 m . by 4 m. Little 
evidence for rime accumulation on horizontal surfaces was found and measurements of rime 
formation on glacier surfaces and on vertical stake surfaces gave a ratio of I : 40. Layers of 
rime ice were detected in pit profiles but their contribution to the budget was insignificantly 
small. The main effect of rime and fog deposit is to settle any newly fallen precipitation and 
thereby prevent drifting by wind action. 

On the east coast of Trinity Peninsula accumulation by arien deposits is insignificant but 
accumulation by the drifting of snow from higher to lower altitudes, where higher tempera
tures reduce the ability of the snow to drift, is important. As a direct result of this, the winter 
accumulation for 1959 was greatest at the lowest of the three pit sites (400 m. a .s.l. ) on Russell 
East Glacier, but accumulation for the budget years 1956-57, 1957- 58 and 1958-59 it was 
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Fig. 5. The snout area of De/Jot Glacier showing the crev{lssed area and lateral moraines; viewed from the east at the southem 
CIld of Scar Hills. IO Februmy 1960 

Fig . 6. The /Jath of a slllsher burst all the ice jJiedmollt near HO/Je B ay, showing the eX/Josed sUjJerimjJosed ice sUI/ace ill the bed 
of the slusher stream. 21 Ju(y J 958 
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Fig. 7. Rime ice lobes facing the windward (north-west ) direction below Mount Canicula at the head of Russell East Glacier 

(750111 . a.s.I. ). 18 October 1959 

Fig. 8. A 75 ft· ( 22' 9 m.) high lobe of rime ice Ilear Sirius Knoll (900 m. a.s.l. ), Trini!y Peninsula. 20 Sejltember 1959 
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Fig . .9. View of the icefree area south-east of Ho/)e Bay and the margin of the ice /)iedmoll lfrom the ulJper slo/m of Mount 
Flora. The hummocky ground in the middle dis·tance is formed of old moraine .from the Mount Flora cirque glacier. 
I I February 1.95.9 
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highest at the in termediate site (533 m. a.s. \. ) . Accumulation va lues are gIven 111 

Table ll. 

T A BLE 11. A CCUM ULATION ON THE EAST COAST OF TRINITY PEN I NSU LA 

A cClltnulatioll, Budget year, Budget year, 
Height Winter 1959 1958- 59 1957- 58 

Locality (m. a.s.!' ) (cm. water (cm . water (cm . water 
equivalent) equivalent) cq uiva len t) 

Russell East Glac ier 700 87. 8 40 '6 
Russel l East Glacier 600 97'9 41 '2 35' 5 
RusseJl East G lacier 430 101'4 35'0 27 ' 5 
Victory G lacier 330 20 ' 3 
RusseJl East G lacier 100 36'0 (be low Grn line ) 
On sea ice 0 20'0 (below firn line) 

Several 2 m. deep pits dug in to the 1959 winter snow revealed ice layers below approxi
mately 300 m. a .s.\. , but above this height they were uncommon. However, ice layers were 
present in a pit dug at about 1,000 m. a.s. l. on the Louis-Philippe P lateau in the 1959- 60 
Summer. Although non-freezing temperatu res are uncommon above 400 m. a.s. !. in Winter 
(according to sledge party meteorological reports), the formation of melt water occurs at a ll 
altitudes in Summer. Melt water and ice layer formatio n on the west coast of Trinity Peninsula 
above about 700 m. a.s. !. resu lts mainly from radiation , freezing rain and the release of latent 
heat from the formation of rime ice. During the long periods spent at these a ltitudes the 
temperature rarely rose above 0 ° C. even when the temperature at sea-level on the east coast 
was as high as 6 to 7° C. 

An interesting pit profile at 350 m. a.s.l. on Victory G lacier showed 1 17 cm. of dense firn 
lying d irectly on banded ice, in which b lue, bubble-free ice a lternated with white, bubbly 
ice . An 8 · 4 cm. layer of dense firn separated the four bands of superimposed ice from dense 
glacier ice. This profile has been interpreted as indicating a fairly recent fluctuat ion and 
elevation of the firn and equi librium lines so that the pit site now lies in the neve region of 
Victory G lacier. The irregu larity of the climatic firn line is ind icated by the fact that a pit on 
the same glacier at 300 m. a.s. l. showed a normal profi le for the neve of a g lacier and no super
imposed or dense ice layers were found. 

Accumulation studies on Tabarin Peninsula showed that the climatic firn line was at 
about 300 m. a .s. !. , but below that height over most of the peninsula (with the exception of the 
ice piedmont between Hope Bay and Trepassey Bay) bare ice was never exposed during the 
two and a half years' investigations in the area. The snow depth in October 1959 at a 
representative site 300 m. a.s. 1. was on ly 39 cm. but at a similar a ltitude in mid-December 1959 
it was 42 cm. A cover of snow remained throughout the fo llowing Summer, although it was one 
of the warmest on record. This effect can be attributed both to accumulation by snow drifti ng 
from higher to lower altitudes and a lso to summer snowfall . 

From the study of 30 p it profiles it has been concluded that the whole of Trinity Peninsula 
lies below the dry snow line, above which no melt occurs; 15 the saturation line, above which 
melt does not percolate through more than the current budget year 's accumulation is at 
approximately 650 m. a.s. l. The climatic firn line is below 150 m. on the west coast of Trinity 
Peninsu la, at 230 m. on the east coast, at 300 m. in the Hope Bay area and above 300 m . on 
the islands in Prince Gustav Channel and on the west side of J ames Ross Is land. Movement 
studies carried out on Russell East G lacier, Victory G lacier, the ice piedmont between the 
latter two g laciers, and on a small valley g lacier on Eagle Island have confirmed the decrease 
in glacierization with increasing distance from the central p lateau of Trinity Peninsula 
(Table Ill) . The movement stake profiles, except that on Victory Glacier, were placed about 
800- 1,500 m. from the snout of each glacier, and in each case the angle of surface slope was 
similar. 
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TABLE Ill. COMPARISON OF RATES OF I CE MOVEMENT (m./day) 

GLACIAL HISTORY 

Russell East Glacier 
Victory Glacier 
Ice piedmont between Victory and Russell East Glaciers 
D epot Glacier 
Small valley glacier on Eagle Island 
Ice piedmont between Hope Bay and Trepassey Bay 

0·53 
0·25 
o· 10 

0·08 
0 · 03 
0·004 

Studies of glacier regime, the mapping of glacier snouts and photographic evidence a ll 
show that there has been no major recession of the ice piedmonts and valley glaciers of 
Trinity Peninsula during the present century. However, in considering the Larsen Ice Shelf 
this is not so. In the Summer of 1957- 58 it receded as far west as Cape Longing and in 1958-59 
there was further recession when approximately 450 km. 2 broke out from the thinner part of 
the ice shelf north-east of Cape Longing and a similar amount broke away south of Cape 
Longing. 

The icefree enclave (Fig. 9, p. 107 I) bounding the south-east shore of Hope Bay and cover
ing 2·8 km. 2 is littered with angular, frost-shattered debris, much of which has been derived 
from Mount Flora. Almost all this material is superficial morainic debris, representing frost
shattered rock which has fallen onto the glacier surface. In fact, all the glacier moraines 
observed on Trinity Peninsula are entirely superficial. Glacial striae, truncated spurs and a 
glacial overflow channel a ll suggest that the ice surface of Depot Glacier was at least ISO m. 
thicker in the past. The submarine topography of Hope Bay indicates that Depot Glacier once 
extended into Hope Bay where it joined the more active Arena Glacier. It was itself joined by 
an extended Kenney Glacier and a marginal glacier at the foot of the north-facing slope of 
Mount Flora. 

The Mount Flora cirque glacier is fronted by three successive moraines, two of which are 
ice-cored and are both composed of continuous lateral moraines and separate 6-15 m . high 
ice-cored mounds of cobbles, boulders and blocks. The two most recent moraines are 200-
225 m. apart and the oldest is a further 400 m. downslope. 

Gullying of the rock walls adjacent to Depot Glacier and the broadness of the valleys which 
carry the intermittent summer melt streams (which now flow on an ice surface for a large part 
of their courses) suggest a pluvial interglacial. The truncation of the lower parts of inter-gully 
ridges has given a tentative dating immediately preceding the glacier advance which formed 
the intermediate of the three Mount Flora moraines. 

Striae and glacial erratics on an icefree area 27 km. south of Hope Bay, on Long Island 
and on the James Ross I sland group indicate a glacial stage where mainland ice was at least 
300 m. thicker. At that time ice from the mainland filled Prince Gustav Channel and 
encroached onto the lower slopes of the west coast of J ames Ross Island where mainland 
en·atics have been found. ,6 Prince Gustav Channel, which formed an outlet for ice both from 
the mainland and from J ames Ross Island, was filled with ice to a height of at least 300 m. 
a.s.l. Since this major glacial stage there have been on ly relatively minor advances and 
retreats represented by the Mount Flora moraines and a lso by a series of seven cirq ues formed 
on islands of the J ames Ross Island group. These are quite well developed and all except one 
have a base level at approximately 30- 40 m. a .s.l. The presence of a small amount of dead 
ice in several of the cirq ues and a glacier with a slightly positive budget in another cirque 
suggest that they are relatively recent features indica tive of a firn line below 30- 40 m. a.s.1. 
(raised beaches on either side of Prince Gustav Channel point to recent uplift so that the 
cirques were probably formed at a lower position than their present base level ). 

CONCLUSIONS 

In Trinity Peninsula there is a general decrease in glacierization from north-west to south
east, resulting mainly from the precipitation shadow effect of the central plateau area. The 
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budgets of the glaciers which have been studied are near to equilibrium and the slightly more 
active regime of west coast glaciers is probably compensated for by an increased amount of 
calving at their snouts. Glacier regime is largely dependent on summer and more particularly 
autumn meteorological conditions. An increase in the frequency of fohn winds is also accom
panied by an increase in ablation. The most recent glacial recession, during which the Mount 
Flora cirque retreated from its youngest moraine, may have been a consequence of a shift in 
the track of depressions affecting Graham Land. In northern Graham Land the movement 
of depression tracks is mainly southwards but also eastwards, therefore the more the depressions 
follow a southerly track in the Weddell Sea, the greater the likelihood of an increase in the 
frequency of fohn winds. While this would have the tendency to promote glacial recession on 
the east coast, it would not have the same effect on the west coast where westerly winds bring 
orographic precipitation. In fact, on the west coast of Trinity Peninsula there is no evidence 
for a recession contemporaneous with the most recent one of the east coast. 
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